Class Actions

Definitive expertise in class actions
FTI Consulting is a leading, global provider of dispute advisory services to lawyers in large class
action disputes. Acting as both consulting and independent testifying experts for plaintiffs and
defendants, we can address the many interconnected issues that often arise in class actions.
How we can help

Class actions are now a firm fixture in Australia.
They present both a financial and reputational risk to
businesses, financial institutions, and their professional
advisors. Class actions often add a significant level of
complexity to an already unexpected event. Regardless
of which side you are on, you need to arm yourself with
information – and experienced advisors – to support
your legal team at every stage of the process.

With extensive, practical experience, our internationallyrecognised experts provide valuable insight and clarity
throughout a class action dispute – from an initial
exposure assessment through to electronic discovery,
crisis management, negotiations and trial.

We are also highly skilled at communicating our findings
through expert testimony in federal and state courts, as
well as arbitration and mediation proceedings.

Multidisciplinary team
With backgrounds in industry, audit, government, regulation and law enforcement, our integrated, multidisciplinary
team, includes:

Forensic
Accountants

Quantum/Valuation
Experts

Economists/Event
Study Experts

Investigators

Former
Regulators

Communication
Specialists

Data
Analysts

Computer Forensic
Practitioners
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Why FTI Consulting for class actions?
Our practical, hands-on and collaborative approach is recognised and appreciated by
the top law firms in Australia and globally, by generating a decisive impact that facilitates
successful outcomes and quicker resolution of class action disputes.

Experts with impact

World-class economists

Multiple experts, one team

From valuation experts to
communication professionals to
forensic technology specialists – we
bring together the most relevant
and experienced team who make a
meaningful impact on the issues you
face in class actions.

Our economists are recognised
as amongst the world’s best,
with unparalleled expertise and
deep experience conducting event
studies and business valuations
in class actions.

With a dedicated point of contact
and easily accessible senior advisors,
you can engage with multiple experts
without the conflicts or ‘highly
leveraged’ model of Big 4 accounting
and audit firms.

Local and
global recognition
Our professionals recognised
as top-tier Investigations Forensic
Accountants and Arbitration &
Construction Expert Witnesses in the
2020 Who’s Who Legal Australia guide

“…its strengths in litigation
support, M&A, and
antitrust, coupled with its
geographic expansion,
make it a leading firm.”
ALM Intelligence

Global presence

Independence

Technology leaders

Our global presence means we can
swiftly deploy a specialist team of
experts where you need us most,
with location-specific knowledge
and language skills.

With no audit practice, FTI Consulting
is largely conflict-free and uniquely
positioned to provide impartial
advice and assistance.

We leverage our technology team’s
expertise and leading IT solutions
in litigation cases, including
the Relativity and Nuix Discover
e-discovery platforms.
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Recognised as a top expert
witness firm by Global
Arbitration Review in its
GAR 100 Expert Witness
Firms’ Power Index 2020

Named Consulting Firm of the Year
2017 - 2019 and Arbitration Expert
Firm of the Year 2015 - 2019

“The firm’s distinguished
business valuation practice
accounts for some of the
world’s leading economists
and accountants.”

“Dawna Wright is a key name
in the Australian market where
she is held in high esteem
for her strong experience
providing expert testimony
in high-value disputes.”

Who’s Who Legal

Who’s Who Legal

Awarded Technology
Sector Consulting Firm
of the Year in Australia,
cementing our leading
position in e-discovery
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Support across all
stages of a class action
EARLY ADVICE TO COMPANIES,
BOARDS, APPLICANTS AND
LEGAL ADVISORS

NEGOTIATION
AND MEDIATION

PROCEEDING TO TRIAL

POST-SETTLEMENT

Identify relevant financial information
Identify relevant accounting standards
Review earnings forecast & assumptions
Establish known financial position at various
points in time
— Identify reasons for shortfall
— Quantify restatement of earnings and/or forecast

— Financial and data analysis to determine
‘who knew what when’
— Identify independent accounting, economics
or industry experts
— Verify data for experts
— Respond to requests for financial data from own
or opposing experts
— Vet financial information before discovery to ensure
it is accurate and complete

— Develop questions to put to
accounting experts
— Critique expert reports (our side and opposing)
— Assess any settlement offers
— Act as an expert witness in relation to financial
and accounting issues
— Participate in expert conclaves, provide expert
testimony and give concurrent evidence

— Monitor implementation of undertakings
to regulators
— Act as Trustee of Settlement Distribution Scheme
— Terminate Settlement Distribution Scheme
following lodgement of trust tax returns

—
—
—
—
—
—

— Analyse financial data related to group members/
shareholders
— Damages modelling and scenario analysis
— Detailed economic market analysis
— Detailed share price event study
— Evaluation of the materiality of specific disclosures
— Fundamental business valuation – “true value”

—
—
—
—

— Quantify damages of each class member
— Quantify net amounts payable to Class Members
and Litigation Funder
— Assist with Class Member objections to
damages quantifications
— Advise on terms of Settlement Distribution
Scheme re: methodology for quantifying damages

— Identify potentially relevant data sources
— Collate and manage class member data
— Determine roadmap for document review through
early case assessment using visualisation tools

— Collect and preserve relevant documentation and
communications from custodians
— Electronic discovery (and use Relativity or Nuix Discover
if required)
— Prepare data for legal review
— Assist legal teams to develop review strategy
— Deploy analytical tools to effectively manage the review

— Use technology to guide legal team document review
— Use of Technology Assisted Review toolkit
— Prepare trial materials, including, witness bundles,
court books and expert reports
— Set up electronic access to documents for lawyers
to review material in court

— Archive data for future reference
— Use online platform to facilitate distribution
payments

—
—
—
—

— Draft communications materials – external and internal
— Map out litigation milestones and build contingencies
for potential developments
— Implement stakeholder engagement strategy
— Media training for key company spokespeople
— Real-time monitoring of media and key stakeholders

— Activate supportive stakeholders through targeted
media outreach to establish a balanced approach
— Manage all reactive media inquiries to ensure messages are
aligned and provide countering voice
to negative media commentary
— Real-time monitoring of media and key stakeholders

— Proactive media engagement to rebuild brand
reputation and reframe messages
— Proactively build relationship with supportive stakeholders
— Assist business with internal communications
— Monitor implementation of undertakings to regulators

—
—
—
—
Forensic Accounting
& Financial Analysis

Economic and
Damages Analysis

Identify relevant markets and data
Preliminary event study
Identify external factors impacting share price
Preliminary analysis of shareholder data
Preliminary business valuation
Assess minimum and maximum quantum for
exposure analysis

Data Management

Corporate Reputation
& Stakeholder
Engagement

We bring together one seamless team to surround the
interrelated issues arising in class actions, supporting you at
every stage of the process.

Evaluate stakeholder landscape
Assess reputational risks
Develop media strategy to mitigate exposure and protect brand
Develop stakeholder engagement strategy to identify potential
supporters and manage detractors
— Develop regulator engagement strategy to achieve
optimal settlement outcomes

Develop questions to put to economic experts
Critique expert reports (our side and opposing)
Act as an expert witness in relation to economic issues
Participate in expert conclaves, provide expert
testimony and give concurrent evidence

Example experience
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

Engaged as an independent expert to quantify the loss and
damage incurred by the Applicants who had purchased
shares in a technology company during a period in
which certain directors and auditors allegedly engaged in
misleading and deceptive conduct. The Full Court of the
Federal Court considered whether “market-based causation”
is sufficient as an alternative basis of showing causation
of loss in support of shareholder claims for the first time at
the appellate court level in Australia. It concluded that the
concept of “market-based” causation is at least arguable
under Australian law.

We are regularly engaged on shareholder class action
matters on behalf of Applicants, as either testifying or
non-testifying experts.

AUSTRALIAN LANDMARK
SHAREHOLDER CLASS ACTION

Our analysis included:
—p
 reparing alternate models of calculation, including
a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and Last-in-First Out (LIFO)
scenario to quantify the Applicants’ losses from share
purchases during the Relevant Period
— undertaking complex financial modelling of various
distribution scenarios to assist the Court in its approval
of the settlement
— assisting the law firm with the distribution process by
adapting and applying our financial model to calculate
the allocation of settlement funds to each Applicant
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SHAREHOLDER CLASS ACTION
– EXPERT FOR APPLICANTS

Our forensic accounting role included:
—p
 reliminary estimates of loss under various scenarios
to assist the Court in determining which competing
class actions should go forward
— undertaking complex forensic accounting work
to assess the extent of financial misstatements,
breaches of accounting standards, misleading
forecasts, and breaches of auditing standards
—q
 uantifying shareholders’ losses by constructing
damages models

Our economist role included:
—p
 reparing event studies that measures the effect of
new information on the market prices of a company’s
publicly traded securities
— assessing the ‘true value’ of the shares at relevant
dates using various valuation methodologies

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

USA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SHAREHOLDER DISPUTE

MYER CLASS ACTION –
EXPERT DEFENDANT
Acted as the independent expert on behalf of
Myer, in defending a shareholder class action.
The Court found that although the company
was in breach of its continuous disclosure
obligations, the applicants failed to prove that
the shareholders suffered any recoverable
loss due to the breach.

Provided expert testimony in evaluating
damages in a shareholder dispute of a
telecommunications company. This included
performing a comprehensive event study of the
effects of market and industry conditions and
company specific announcements on its
stock price.

Our economist expert’s role included:

Our analysis also included:

— providing an opinion of share price inflation

— evaluating the impact of news announcements
involving company-specific events unrelated
to the alleged misrepresentations or omissions
made by its management

— critiquing the plaintiff’s expert report
— giving extensive event study and statistical
evidence in Melbourne’s Federal Court

— evaluating the appropriate dates of the
damage period
— c onstructing a probabilistic financial model
to track “ins-and-outs” traders and retention
shareholders
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Industry expertise

About FTI Consulting

Our industry groups are staffed with seasoned practitioners who possess many years
of hands-on management and operational experience in 16 industries, and can apply this
specialist knowledge to a range of contentious matters.

An independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage
change, mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory,
reputational and transactional.

Aerospace
& Defense

Agriculture

Automotive

Construction

Energy, Power
& Products

Environmental

FTI Consulting offices

Financial
Institutions

Healthcare &
Life Sciences

Hospitality,
Gaming & Leisure

Insurance

Mining &
Mining Services

Public Sector

Advisor to 96 of the
world’s top 100
law firms

Founded in 1982
and $4.7BLN equity
market capitalisation*

Real Estate

Telecom,
Media &
Technology

Transportation

Retail &
Consumer Products

We combine
unparalleled
expertise and
industry knowledge
to address critical
challenges for clients

With over 5,700
employees and offices
in 27 countries on
six continents, our
breadth and depth
extends across every
major social, political,
and economic hub
around the globe

We are a global advisory firm
that provides multi-disciplinary
solutions to complex
challenges and opportunities

53 of the Global 100
corporations are
clients

Advisor to 8 of the
world’s top 10 bank
holding companies

Trusted advisers
serving clients
globally with
diverse expertise
and exceptional
credentials including
accountants,
economists,
engineers, former
CFOs, and strategists

Expertise across a range of industries:
Real estate; energy; power and products; financial
institutions & insurance; healthcare; life science;
retail & consumer; and telecommunications,
media, and technology

*Number of total shares outstanding as of April 30, 2020, times the closing share price as of February 25, 2020.
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FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations manage change,
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional.
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centers throughout the world, work closely with clients to
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
©2020 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved. www.fticonsulting.com

